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a famous partnership
It all began in Berlin in 1847 with an agreement between a young
artillery lieutenant in the Prussian army and a master mechanic who
ran his own precision engineering company.

Siemens pointer
telegraph, 1847.

A year earlier, the officer—a promising young
scientist and inventor by the name of Werner
Siemens—had developed an improved version of the pointer telegraph previously
created by the English inventor, Charles
Wheatstone1. Building a prototype of
his new invention from a cigar box,
tin-plated iron, some insulated copper
wire, and a few scraps of iron, Siemens
had tried to find someone who could mass produce
the telegraph on his behalf. When his first attempts to find a
capable manufacturer failed, however, Siemens turned to the

master mechanic, Johann Georg Halske. A member of the Berlin Physics Society with Siemens, Halske was a skilled craftsman
who had produced experimental equipment for many scientists
of the day. Although he was initially sceptical of the young officer’s design, Halske was eventually persuaded by Werner’s passionate description of the potential of the new technology and
his careful calculations of potential orders. In fact, Halske grew
to be so supportive of the new project that he expressed his willingness to give up his existing business in order to work with
Siemens. Soon he did just that, and with the financial help of
one of Werner’s cousins, they formed their own company in Berlin on October 1, 1847: Siemens & Halske Telegraph Company.

profile

Ernst Werner von Siemens
Born in 1818 in Saxony in what is now northern Germany, Ernst Werner Siemens (as he was
known at the time) was the eldest living son in an educated, upper-middle class family of 14 children. While his father, Christian, had studied agriculture at the University of Göttingen for several
semesters, young Werner—who had received a wide-ranging education in topics from Greek to
mathematics (in which he excelled)—hoped to attend the newly built Bauakademie in Berlin to
study architectural engineering. The size of his family and his father’s modest income as a farmer
made that impossible, however, and at the age of 17, Werner Siemens left home to enlist in the
army of nearby Prussia, where he was made a lieutenant in the artillery corps.

The history of business is littered with the remains of unsuccessful partnerships and failed
ventures. Partners may share a vision about
the future of their company or product, but that
compatibility can be sorely tested when it comes
to the day-to-day operations of a business. From
the outset of their partnership, however, Siemens
and Halske worked well together. Siemens, trained
in chemistry, physics, and mathematics during his
time with the military, had an inquisitive, insightful
mind. Working tirelessly with existing technology to improve

Werner’s decision to join the Prussian army proved fortuitous. His training there gave him a
foundation in advanced mathematics, physics, and chemistry that served him well throughout his
career, and his time on garrison duty in towns throughout Prussia allowed him to conduct numerous electrical and chemical experiments. It was his work with electric telegraphy, however,
that led to many of his important early discoveries, most notably his improvement of the
pointer telegraph developed by the English inventor, Charles Wheatstone.
Following the formation of Siemens & Halske in 1847 and its rise to fame as a leader
in electric telegraphy, Werner Siemens continued to develop new and important
technologies. In 1857, he developed the ozone tube, which used electrically
generated ozone to purify drinking water, and in 1867, he patented a dynamo,
or an early electric generator, that used self-powering electromagnetic field
coils to greatly increase its power output, making the industrial use of electricity possible for the first time. Ennobled in 1888 by Emperor Frederick III for
his service to Prussia (allowing him to add the “von” to his name), Siemens is
considered by many to be the father of electrical engineering in Germany.
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Johann Georg Halske
Born July 30, 1814 in Hamburg, Saxony, Johann
Halske trained as a mechanic (a craftsman or technician) before opening his own workshop in Berlin in
1844. Halske ran the workshop for three years with
his partner, F.M. Böttcher before leaving in 1847 to
found Siemens & Halske with Werner von Siemens.
During his time with the company, Halske oversaw the day-to-day operations of the Siemens &
Halske factory, and he was particularly involved
in designing and building electrical equipment
such as the seamless gutta-percha press and
various instruments for measurement.
While Halske left the company that he helped
found in 1867 over a disagreement on company
policy, he remained dedicated to Siemens & Hal-

ske. He agreed to let the company continue to use
his name, and when the company pension plan was
introduced in 1872, he participated financially. Halske also remained friends with Werner von Siemens
until the former’s death in 1890, and von Siemens
called Halske “a dear and faithful friend to me till
his death.” While Halske was involved in public life
as a city councillor in Berlin and a founder of the
Museum of Applied Science, he will be most remembered for his ability to transform the ideas of Werner von Siemens into reality. “Halske always gladly
adopted my constructive plans and designs,” von
Siemens explains in his memoirs, “...and to which he
often first gave their full value by his practical skill.”

Werner von Siemens,
circa 1887.

Over his lifetime, Werner von Siemens received a number of awards
and honours, including an honorary doctorate from the University of
Berlin (one of the first awarded by that institution), and he was made a
member of both the French Legion of Honour and the German Pour le
Mérite order. Siemens also had a unit of electrical conductance in the
International System of Units (SI) named after him.
Werner von Siemens died on December 6,
1892, one week short of his 76th birthday.

Estate at Lenthe near Hanover, where
Werner von Siemens was born in 1816.
He was born in the house on the left.

1
For the sake of simplicity, this book uses the term “Germany” to refer to the region that forms the present-day country of that name, regardless of whether or not a unified German state existed at the time.
Specific references to parts of Germany, such as Prussia or Bavaria, are included when it is necessary to clarify the specific activities or business arrangements of members of the House of Siemens.
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contracts for his new company from the state railway company
and the Russian ambassador to Prussia.

and refine it, he had both a remarkable knack for identifying
business opportunities and the desire to make Siemens & Halske a success. A meticulous, careful craftsman with an eye for
detail, Halske had the training necessary for producing the precision products demanded by his partner. Also exceptionally focused on the growth of his business, Halske had the ability to
manage an industrial operation, an absolutely crucial skill for
any organization that wanted to manufacture products on a
large scale. Together, the two men made a formidable pair
whose talents complemented each other perfectly.

Siemens & Halske logo

From the very beginning of Siemens & Halske, this
balance of skill, experience, and natural ability was
important. Motivated by his obligation to support his
brothers and sisters, Werner Siemens elected to stay
with the Prussian army, allowing Halske to establish the
new business, supervise its daily operations, and manage its
employees. This proved to be a fortunate decision: while serving with the army, Siemens was able to serve as a consultant
with the Prussian Telegraph Commission, which was creating
plans to develop the telegraph system throughout Prussia. This
experience, and the contacts that it gave him, would prove to
be a significant advantage in years to come. Siemens also cultivated contacts outside of the Telegraph Commission, securing

View of the first Siemens & Halske workshop, 1847.

In the spring of 1848, less than a year after its creation, Siemens
& Halske received its first major order: the construction of a telegraph line between
Berlin and Frankfurt for the
Prussian government. Built to
transmit the political decisions of united Germany’s
first parliament, the 500 km
line was the longest in Europe when it was completed
in March of the following
year. One of its first acts was
Letterhead of the Siemens & Halske Telegraph
to transmit the news of the
Construction Company, 1856.
election of Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Prussia as German emperor within an hour of the
actual event, a triumph that garnered attention throughout
Germany and around the world. The whole project was so wellreceived that before the line was even completed, the Prussian
government had expanded its order to link nearly every major
city in northern Germany with Berlin. In a little over a year, the
young company had become a success.

That soon changed as inventors throughout Europe began to experiment with
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sending electric current through cable in
order to send codes that corresponded
with the alphabet. While these efforts
showed marked improvement – Carl
August Steinheil was even able to build
a 6-km-long telegraph line in Munich in
1835 – the telegraph had limited range
that was not yet suited to commercial use.
The work of men like Werner von Siemens
and the American inventors, Samuel
Morse and Alfred Vail, however, transformed the availability and usefulness of
the telegraph. Lines spanning continents
and even oceans were lain, and soon
a technology that had originally been
planned for governmental use was available to the public (albeit for a price). No
longer would people have to wait for the
mail or read news that was days, or even
weeks, old; now they could receive infor-
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mation at a previously unimagined speed.
Admittedly, that information relied on
lines being available and in good working
order – without proper insulation, lines
were forced to be short and were not very
sensitive – but as the technology was perfected, the service became increasingly reliable and affordable. In the United States
alone, the length of telegraph line grew
from 40 miles in 1846 to 23,000 in 1852;
in Europe, there were 110,000 miles by
1869. By 1902, the British Empire could
communicate to any of its colonies on its
very own “All Red Line,” a line that circled
the globe. In short, electrical telegraphy
inaugurated a telecommunication revolution, the results of which remain a fundamental part of our day-to-day lives.

Siemens & Halske
fixed magnet
dynamo, 1903

In 1846, Werner Siemens was, through the use of an automatic
interrupter, able to devise a method of synchronizing the sending
and receiving stations of the telegraph without the regular application of current demanded by Wheatstone’s model. Each of the telegraphs was able to break or make the circuit independently, always
keeping the stations in motion. The resulting change allowed the
Siemens pointer telegraph to operate with only one wire, significantly reducing installation and maintenance costs while greatly
improving performance.

Construction diagram for Prussian
Semaphore tower, circa 1835.
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Dating to the 1830s, this early pointer telegraph (more commonly
credited to just Charles Wheatstone) was one of the first models to
see commercial use. While previous telegraphs required users to be
trained in the principles of electric telegraphy, the Cooke-Wheatstone pointer telegraph was specifically designed to be used by inexperienced operators. Featuring five pointers, the telegraph would
use two energized pointers to indicate the letter
that had been sent to the receiver. One of its
main drawbacks—and one of the reasons it
Cooke and
failed to become widely popular—was that
Wheatstone’s
Five-Needle
it required five (and sometimes even six)
Telegraph
wires to connect the sending and receiving stations, and even then, it was
limited to displaying only 20 letters
(and no punctuation). It also
required a strong, regular current
to keep the receiving apparatus
in motion, something which
could be completely impossible
if the current weakened (due
to the degradation of a line,
for instance, or poorly insulated cable).
Despite these limitations, the CookeWheatstone pointer telegraph was involved in one of the most
famous acts of early electrical telegraphy. In 1839, John Tawell, a
suspected murderer, was apprehended following a message sent
on a Cooke-Wheatstone pointer telegraph along a 21 km telegraph
line between Paddington Station in London and the suburb of West
Drayton. When Tawell was seen getting on the first class coach
of the train, a message instructing authorities to look for a man
“DRESSED AS A KWUAKER” was sent to the next station. While the
receiving operator had difficulty realizing that “KWUAKER” in fact
meant “Quaker” due to the telegraph’s lack of the letter “Q,” the
message nonetheless arrived before the train, and the suspect was
ultimately captured in a nearby café, making his arrest the first to
be assisted by the use of a telecommunication device.

electrical telegraphy
While our world is filled with many technologies that allow us to communicate
with others almost instantaneously, that
has not always been the case. The early
19th Century did not enjoy the variety of
telecommunication choices now available. Attempts had been made to use
visual signs to send messages through
code – such as semaphore towers that
relayed messages through the different
positioning of paddles to send messages –
but such systems lacked privacy and were
reliant on the construction of expensive
towers throughout the countryside. Only
written letters delivered by personal messenger or the notoriously slow and expensive mail systems could provide a reliable,
private method of communication.

the cooke-wheatstone telegraph
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rapid expansion

workshops and factories
In 1847, following the creation of Siemens & Halske,
the very first Siemens workshop was opened at 19
Schöneberger Strasse in Berlin. With 150 sq. m of space
and three lathes, the new shop was adequate for the
work of a fledgling business, but as Siemens & Halske
rapidly grew, additional space was needed. Workshops
for the installation and maintenance of products were
established abroad, and in 1853, a new production
facility opened at Markgrafenstrasse in Berlin. As sales
increased and the business diversified, additional production facilities were opened in what would, in 1883,
become the Charlottenburg works.

With so much work to be done by Siemens & Halske, Werner finally
resigned from the army and dedicated all his time to the business.

Siemens & Halske had expanded substantially during its
first several years; in addition to its work on telegraph lines
throughout Germany, the company was also producing other
electrical systems, such as railroad bells and presses for applying seamless gutta-percha insulation to copper wires.
Sales also increased, jumping from 10,300 marks in 1848 to
over 253,000 in 1851. While Siemens & Halske was not yet a
business empire, Werner’s dream of running a thriving business and being able to support his siblings was being realized faster than perhaps even he had imagined possible.

Toward the end of the 19th century, Siemens & Halske
purchased a large plot of land in the Spandau district
in northwestern Berlin, where it built several factories for the production of cable, telecommunications
equipment, and dynamos. This large complex, covering over 200 hectares and featuring what was in 1912
the largest factory hall in Europe, came to be known as
“Siemensstadt.” Serviced by commuter rail purposely
built by Siemens to allow its employees to reach the
complex in a timely manner, Siemensstadt served as the
administrative centre of the company until the end of
the Second World War, when it was largely destroyed by
air raids and the invading Russian army.

Siemens Factory at
Markgrafenstrasse,
circa 1875.

Once again, the different talents of Halske and Siemens were
crucial to the success of the enterprise. While Halske was

gutta-percha insulation
A visit to the Siemens Factories in Berlin, 1886.

As is often the case with emerging technologies, available materials frequently
lag well behind theory and techniques. Such was the case in the mid-19th
century, when poorly insulated telegraph cables resulted in the loss of current,
short circuits, or distorted messages, severely hindering the performance of the
lines. Poor insulation was particularly damaging to submarine cables, which
were exposed to damaging effects of water and extreme pressure. Some form
of effective, affordable insulation was needed, but what?
Introduced to Britain in 1843, gutta-percha proved to be the answer. The gum
of a tree native to Southeast Asia, gutta-percha is a thermoplastic substance,
softening in high temperatures, but returning to its solid form as it cools. This
characteristic makes it exceptionally easy to mould, and it was initially used in a
variety of decorative objects like plaques, figurines, and golf balls (a use that is
credited with fuelling the explosion in golf’s popularity after 1848). Gutta-percha was soon discovered to be also an excellent insulator, and by 1845, it was
being used in Britain to manufacture insulation for telegraph cables.

Aerial view of Siemensstadt in Berlin, 1930.
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Charlottenburg plant, circa 1895. This plant was commissioned
in 1883 to assist with the growing business.
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This is why, when Werner Siemens was searching for an insulator for his electrical engineering work in 1846, William Siemens sent his brother a sample of
gutta-percha. True to character, however, Werner was not content with simply
copying what others had done. While the methods of insulating cables in Britain
had left seams in the gutta-percha, potential weak points in the protection and
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insulation of the cable, Siemens soon devised a method for manufacturing seamless insulation using a screw press.
With the launch of Siemens & Halske in 1847, Werner’s method
of creating seamless insulation became even more important. It
allowed Siemens & Halske wires to be used underground and,
eventually, underwater, applications where poorly insulated
cables would fail. In fact, when a batch of Siemens &
Halske cables that had been created using improperly
treated gutta-percha were installed in a German telegraph line, the result was the rapid degradation of
the telegraph quality and the
cancellation of numerous
contracts for the company.
Such an event was never
repeated; having perfected
its gutta-percha process,
Siemens & Halske was renowned for the quality and
durability of its cables for the
remainder of the 19th century—and
well into the 20th century.
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Gutta-percha
press, circa 1847.
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siemens brothers ltd.
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Carl Heinrich von Siemens

When Werner Siemens left to join the Prussian army in 1835, his parents
were still alive and able to care for their large family of 14 children.

Born in 1829, Carl Heinrich
(often just known as “Carl”),
joined Siemens & Halske in
1851. Initially based in London, where he assisted his
brother William with establishing Siemens & Halske
in the United Kingdom,
Carl soon travelled to
Paris to found a new
office. While that effort did not succeed, it
did provide Carl with
valuable business and
management training,
and in 1853, he travelled to
St. Petersburg to oversee Siemens
& Halske’s work in that large and lucrative market.
Following the outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854, the
Russian Empire demanded the latest communication technology for its war effort. Siemens & Halske began building lines
connecting most of the cities of the empire to each other and
the rest of Europe. In total, over 10,000 km of telegraph lines
were constructed, all under Carl’s supervision.
Soon, however, the Russian telegraphy boom had passed, and
the active Carl, always eager for a challenge, desired a change
of scenery. In 1869, he returned to England to assist his
brother William with the running of Siemens Bros. Ltd. It was
during this time that he helped establish the submarine cable
between Europe and North America, personally overseeing
the cable-laying performed by the CS Faraday. According to
Werner, Carl was the perfect man for the job because “he was
cool and deliberate, ...a good observer and resolute in action.”
Following the success of the Faraday, Carl spent several more
years in London before returning to Russia to oversee Siemens
& Halske operations there once more. He revitalized the ailing
Russian business and, after his brother Werner’s retirement
from the company in the early 1890s, became the senior executive of the House of Siemens until his resignation in 1904.
Ennobled by Tsar Nicholas II in 1895 for his service to Russia,
Carl von Siemens died in 1906 at the age of 77.
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Werner von Siemens
and his family, circa
1876. From left to
right: Arnold, Käthe,
Wilhelm, Werner
and Hertha, Anna,
Antonie, and Carl
Friedrich.

able to ensure that orders were filled efficiently and on time,
Werner’s business sense was invaluable for determining the
best direction for their young company. Even when relations
with the German government—which had been the source of
so many of the company’s early contracts—had soured due
to some technical difficulties, resulting in the cancellation of
all orders from Siemens & Halske, the company prospered.
At Werner’s insistence, the company had worked to develop
international contacts. Werner’s younger brother, William,
was established as the company’s agent in London, and the
business also expanded its connection with Russia. This effort
paid significant dividends: in 1851, the Russian government
ordered 75 pointer telegraphs for the line between St. Petersburg and Moscow, and by 1855, Siemens & Halske had completed telegraph orders for Russia that extended from Finland
to the Crimea, a total of 10,000 km. In fact, these sales helped
the company weather the financial repercussions of the loss
of German business, and after 1853, the revenues from Russia
far exceeded those from German sales. As a result, the Russian
office of Siemens & Halske ceased to be dependent on the Berlin headquarters, becoming an independent operation under
the direction of another of Werner’s brothers, Carl Siemens.

Following the death of his mother in 1839 and his father the
following year, however, Werner became responsible for his
remaining siblings, the youngest of whom was a mere three
years old. It was a heavy burden for a young man, and while
Siemens took his new role seriously, he was in constant need
of money. His experiments in electricity, which had begun
several years earlier, became a way of potentially raising additional funds, and in 1842, he discovered a method of electroplating metals with silver and gold. Unable to travel due to his
commitment to the army, Siemens sent his younger brother,
William, to England in the hopes of not only patenting the invention, but of selling it to raise money.

William and Werner had always been close. In 1835, after a
leave spent with his family, Werner took the 15-year-old William with him to his new posting in Magdeburg, Germany,
where they shared an apartment while William attended
school. While there, Werner supervised the education of his
younger brother, advising him to study English and personally teaching him mathematics. As he grew older, William—a
very bright, inquisitive man—even collaborated with Werner
on a number of experiments. It therefore made sense that
Werner would send William to England in his place.
The trip was an incredible success. Despite his training in English, William’s grasp of the language was remarkably poor—
years later, he would claim that he mistakenly visited an undertaker in an attempt to sell the invention—but he still managed
to sell the patent to an English industrialist for £1600. It was a
very large sum, enough to support both men and their family
for a long time. William returned to Magdeburg to resume his
apprenticeship, but soon grew tired of his work and dreamed
of returning to London permanently. In 1844, with Werner’s
permission, he left Germany with more patents to sell and
sought his fortune in England.

Siemens copper mine and
metallurgical plant at Kedabeg in the Caucasus, 1865.
This location was very crucial
for supplying the copper wire
needed for the Indo-European Telegraph in 1867.

This ongoing success across Europe not only ensured that the
company would have regular income for the next decade, but
it also meant that Siemens & Halske was now truly established
as one of the world’s authorities on electric telegraphy and line
construction. A greater challenge, however, was still to come.
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ations, however, none of his
early work enjoyed significant success. One invention
in particular, a furnace that
was designed to conserve heat
and provide heat more efficiently, showed a great deal of
promise but was flawed, and
William worked tirelessly to
refine it, using much of the
money made by the Siemens
& Halske agency in London
in the process. It would be
years before a final, perfected
version was complete. His
time was not wasted, however, because during these
early years, William—who
always considered himself to
be more of a scientist than a
businessman—established
connections with some of the
greatest minds in England, including the renowned physicist, Michael Faraday. The
guidance and support of these
men proved invaluable to his
work in the years to come.

His first years in England were not entirely fruitful. Still a very
young man with little practical business experience, William
had difficultly adapting to the culture and customs of his new
home. As a result, his attempts to sell the patents met with
only mixed success. With the establishment of Siemens & Halske in Berlin, however, William’s life changed for the better
and he acquired a new responsibility: the company’s agent in
London. This allowed him to sell Siemens & Halske products—
including telegraphy equipment, fire alarms, and insulated
cable—to customers in the United Kingdom, expanding the
company’s market and providing him with an income, which
he used to fund his own research.
Like his older brother, William was a skilled and ingenious
inventor. Despite his intelligence and the potential of his cre-
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William’s time in England
also exposed him to other,
potentially lucrative, business opportunities. When
two English brothers, John
and Jacob Brett, succeeded
in laying the first operational underwater telegraph cable between England and France in 1850, Siemens & Halske—like
everyone in the telegraph business—took notice. It was the
first time that telegraph lines had not stopped
at the edge of the sea, and the submarine cable
promised to revolutionize the still developing
telegraph industry, particularly for businesses
with the skill and courage to take advantage of
its potential. Given the success Siemens & Halske had enjoyed with telegraphy on land, its expansion into submarine cable-laying was logical, but world leaders in submarine telegraphy
were all English. How could a German company,
even one as respected as Siemens & Halske, enter that market?

1909

Four surviving Siemens
Brothers, circa 1889.
From left to right:
Friedrich, Werner,
Ferdinand, and Carl.

Werner von Siemens
and his wife,
Antonie, circa 1869.

It was William who provided the company with its
opportunity. Using his acquaintance with Lewis
Gordon, a partner in Newell & Co., the leader
in manufacturing submarine cables, William
was able to secure a consultant position for
Werner Siemens during the laying of a
cable between Sardinia and Algeria. The
Brett brothers, generally believed to be
the best in the world at laying cables,
had twice failed to lay the line, but Werner soon realized the problem: it was
their technique. Until this time, no one
understood how quickly cable should
be laid in relation to the speed of the
ship, the depth of the sea, and the
weight of the cable. Previous attempts
to lay the Sardinia-Algeria cable had
therefore operated by “feel,” resulting in
too much cable being used too soon. With
his background in science and mathematics,
however, Werner was able to create a formula for determining the appropriate speed of the
ship when laying cable. Using his calculations, the
line was successfully laid and more orders followed, giving Siemens & Halske the entrance into the lucrative English
submarine cable market that it needed.

Taking advantage of this new opportunity required
changes in the organization, and in 1858,
Siemens, Halske & Company of London was
formed. Signing a co-operation agreement
with Newell & Co.—Siemens, Halske & Co.
laid cable purchased from the English
company—the new business signed a
number of contracts, including a line
between Constantinople and Egypt,
and a line to India under the Red Sea
and Indian Ocean. Business, however,
was slower than either Siemens, Halske & Co. or its parent company in
Berlin would have liked; the prices
charged for cable by Newell & Co. made
Siemens, Halske & Co. uncompetitive.
In 1860, Werner Siemens ended his
agreement with the English cable
manufacturer, but that did not end the
company’s interest in submarine cables,
and three years later, Siemens, Halske, & Co.
opened its own cable works at Woolwich, in western London. Two years later, the company was reorganized yet again, becoming Siemens Brothers Ltd., a company that
would remain in operation for 90 years.

profile

Sir William Siemens
Carl Wilhelm Siemens (or “William,” as he was known to friends
and family), was born in 1823. Exceptionally intelligent but
notoriously restless, William was the fourth son of the large
Siemens family. Educated as a boy at a technical school, William
would later also study sciences at the University of Göttingen.
Siemens Brothers logo

While still a student, William was apprenticed at an engineering
factory after his older brother, Werner, decided that the young
man should be an engineer. He briefly left the position in order
to travel to London to sell his brother’s method of electroplating, but after that successful trip, William resumed his apprenticeship. Inspired by the industrial potential that he had seen
in England, however, he soon proposed to relocate to London.
Werner agreed, and armed with more patents to sell, William
left Germany in 1844 with hope of repeating his initial success.
While his second trip was less successful, William stayed in London and began work on what (along with electricity) was one of
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his all-consuming passions: the regenerative furnace. Arguably
the greatest achievement in a life filled with discovery and innovation, the furnace was perfected over a number of years
with the help of his brother, Frederick. When it was complete, the rights for its use proved extremely popular, and
it was used in steel mills throughout the United Kingdom,
Canada, and the United States, where it played an important role in the production of steel rails for railways.
Knighted by the Queen just prior to his death in 1883,
William was active in a number of professional associations, including the Society of Telegraph Engineers, the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, and the Institution
of Civil Engineers. At no point, however, did he ever
stop inventing and exploring; at the time of his death, no
fewer than 113 British patents had been registered in his
name. As the Times of London remarked on his death, he
had a “singularly powerful and fertile mind.”
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worked on the line at any time. Running from Lowestoft,
northeast of London, under the North Sea to northwestern Germany, the completed line travelled through Poland, south to Odessa, under the Black Sea, and then
through what is now Georgia and Iran before connecting the Arabian peninsula with northern India
via a submarine cable and ending in Calcutta. Using
more than 40,000 iron poles and 29,000 wooden poles,
the line stretched 11,000 km, including a substantial
stretch of submarine cable that would be laid where
previous attempts had failed. In fact, the entire line was
so long that Werner Siemens had to invent a new kind
of relay telegraph that could transmit and receive messages without the use of intermediate stations and the
human mistakes of their operators.
Construction of the line was not, however, always
smooth: an earthquake shortly after it opened damaged the submarine cable in the Black Sea irreparably,
forcing a landline to be installed. Nor was the entire
process without tragedy: Werner fell seriously ill with
malaria, and the youngest Siemens brother, Walter, was
killed in an accident in Georgia during construction of
the line. The project did, however, cement the reputation of Siemens & Halske as the foremost telegraphy
firm in the world. It also established Siemens & Halske’s
capacity to undertake immense, complex projects and to

the indo-european
telegraph line
By the middle of the 19th century, India—with its supply of spices,
tea, precious stones, and other luxury goods—was easily the most
important colony in the British Empire.
The distance between London and India, however, made
communication exceedingly slow and often unreliable.
While efforts had been made in the past to join India to Britain through telegraph lines, the technology had not been up
to the challenge, and all that existed was a confusing patchwork of lines and languages. As a result, a single message
sent from India to London had to be transmitted between 12
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succeed in the face of often overwhelming opposition. In
fact, the Siemens engineering involved was so substantial
that the line remained in service until 1931 (with a break
between 1914 and 1923), and as of 1989, one iron pole,
marked “Siemens Patent London,” was still standing on a
beach at Gagra, Georgia, where it was being used by the
state telephone company.

Indo European Telegraph
Line Pole stamped with
Siemens Brothers Mark.

When it was complete in 1870, the line was the longest
in the world. Its inaugural message—sent from London to Calcutta as part of a demonstration organized
by William Siemens—took 28 minutes, with an answer
returning within an hour. At a time when the general
public was becoming accustomed to increasingly marvellous technical developments and feats of engineering, the Indo-European Telegraph Line stood out for its
sheer scope and achievement. It was also the greatest
early triumph of Siemens & Halske, magnificent proof
of the growing empire of Werner von Siemens that was
slowly reaching toward Canada.
The next chapter in the story of Siemens in Canada does
not lie in the east with India, however, but to the west,
through London, the greatest city in Europe, and the inventions of Werner’s tirelessly brilliant brother, William.

Persian Telegraph Station
on the Indo-European Telegraph Line, circa 1880.

and 14 times by operators who did not speak English, let alone
write it, and messages were often garbled or completely lost
during transmission.
In 1856, William Siemens was approached by the British government about creating a single, unified line between Great
Britain and India. Siemens & Halske was understandably
interested in such a large project, but the line was delayed
for a number of years by the Austrian-Prussian war and the
complexities of running a line through so many different nations. After spending years in the planning stage, the project
was finally free to proceed in the mid-1860s. After carefully
assessing the project, Werner Siemens bid on the contract to
build the line and won. Numerous difficult negotiations with
the various states that would see the line pass through their
borders followed, but construction eventually began in 1867.
The enterprise was truly a family affair: no fewer than four
of the Siemens brothers—Werner, William, Walter, and Carl—
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Section of the IndoEuropean Telegraph
Line in the Persian Desert
(in modern-day Iran).
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an investment in the workforce
A project as large and complex as the IndoEuropean Telegraph Line requires a great deal
of material and labour, enough to overwhelm
the resources and administration of many
smaller companies. When those demands are
added to the existing business activities of a
company the size of Siemens & Halske, the
burden becomes almost impossible to manage. The fact that the company was not only
able to cope with that strain, but to prosper
and excel while doing so, reveals not only the
quality of its management, but the ability and
skill of its workers.
From its foundation in 1847, Siemens &
Halske recognized the importance of treating its workforce well. Werner Siemens
firmly believed in cultivating the loyalty of his
employees and treating them with respect.
Satisfied employees who felt they were valued
and needed by their employer, he argued,
would be more productive and more likely to
stay in their current position. The result was
a company that was successful and profitable
over the long term.

As a result of this belief, Siemens & Halske
was constantly searching for new and innovative ways to improve the lives of its employees. It was one of the first employers to offer
social benefits to its workforce, paying into a
health insurance and death benefits fund for
its engineers since 1849. An inventor’s bonus,
created in 1866, gave creative employees joint
profits from their inventions as a supplement
to their wages, while the company established
vocational tools to train its craftspeople.
Factory canteens were opened so that workers could enjoy affordable, nutritious food at
work, and the working week was shortened to
54 hours (six 9-hour days) two decades before
such a change became German law. Finally,
on its 25th anniversary in 1872, Siemens
& Halske founded its own pension fund to
provide benefits for retirees, widows, and orphans of company employees, one of the first
of its kind in Germany. The result was a period
of employee loyalty and labour peace that
lasted throughout the second half of the 19th
century, a time when many businesses across
Europe were suffering from disruptions due to
employee unhappiness.
Above:Workers in the canteen of
the Berlin Dynamowerk, 1914.

Below: Employees in the Accounting Dept, 1905.

Below: A Siemens works library, circa 1909. Books
were made available for workers as one of the
benefits of employment at Siemens & Halske.

Above:Smelter Blowing Engine at the B.C. Copper
Smelter, Greenwood, British Columbia
Above: Workers producing cable at
the Charlottenburg Plant, circa 1890.

Left: Inside the Berlin Dynamowerk, 1919.
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